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Although schemes for incremental semantic evaluation have been explored and rened for more
than two decades, the demands of user interaction continue to outstrip the capabilities of these
schemes. The feedback produced by a semantic evaluator must support the user's programming
activities: it must be structured in a way that provides the user with meaningful insight into the
program (directly, or via other tools in the environment) and it must be timely. In this paper
we extend an incremental attribute evaluation scheme with three techniques to better meet these
demands within the context of a modeless editing system with a exible tool integration paradigm.
Ecient evaluation in the presence of syntax errors (which arise often under modeless editing)
is supported by giving semantic attributes inertia: a tendency to not change unless necessary.
Pre-emptive evaluation helps to reduce the delays associated with a sequence of edits, allowing an
evaluator to \keep pace" with the user. Relations provide a general means to capture semantic
structure (for the user, other tools, and as attributes within an evaluation) and are treated e-
ciently using a form of dierential propagation. The combination of these three techniques meets
the demands of user interaction; leaving out any one does not.
Categories and Subject Descriptors: D.2.6 [Software Engineering]: Programming Environ-
ments|Interactive environments; D.3.4 [Programming Languages]: Processors|Incremental
compilers; D.3.4 [Programming Languages]: Processors|Translator writing systems and com-
piler generators
General Terms: Languages, Algorithms
Additional Key Words and Phrases: Attribute grammars, incremental evaluation, language-based
editor, semantic evaluation
1. INTRODUCTION
Language-based editing systems have the potential to provide software engineers
with many benets, by providing language-sensitive program information to the
user (via an appropriate interface), and keeping such information up to date in
response to user edits. Incremental semantic evaluation is an important implemen-
tation technology for such environments, as it allows semantic program information
to be communicated to the user in a timely manner. To be successful, however,
incremental evaluators must meet certain requirements to ensure they provide se-
mantic feedback in a manner which is consistent with the user's model of program
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development. Inevitably, it is the nature of the programming environment in which
an evaluator operates that dictates these requirements.
This paper identies and addresses such requirements for a system that boasts
a modeless syntax recognition editing paradigm, with a exible and generic archi-
tecture for tool integration: the UQ? language-based environment [Toleman et al.
2001]. As a starting point, a simple method of incremental attribute evaluation,
known as visit caching, is employed [Maddox 1997]. This is extended with three new
implementation techniques that combine to meet the requirements: inertial evalu-
ation, pre-emptive evaluation, and a form of dierential propagation for evaluating
relations.
Syntax recognition is an editing paradigm that provides the user with a pri-
marily textual interface, implemented by some form of incremental parsing [Cook
and Welsh 2001]. Under a modeless editing paradigm each keystroke represents
a distinct editing operation. This has two main consequences: editing operations
occur frequently and syntax errors are introduced and eliminated frequently. In-
ertial evaluation is a simple scheme which accommodates transient syntax errors
eciently by giving semantic attributes inertia, or a tendency not to change unless
needed. Pre-emptive evaluation is an implementation technique which helps a se-
mantic evaluator to \keep pace" with the user over a sequence of edits (keystrokes)
by allowing an in-progress evaluation to be pre-empted when a new edit is received.
Not only must the feedback provided by an evaluator be timely, it must be in a
form that is suitable for digestion by both the user and other tools in the environ-
ment. Relations that span syntax tree nodes provide a general purpose abstract
data type that meets such needs. They provide a single, uniform, approach to
capturing aggregate semantic information, both externally to an evaluator (e.g.,
declaration-use relationships), and as semantic attributes (e.g., symbol tables).
This paper presents a dierential propagation scheme which enables ecient in-
cremental treatment of relations.
This paper is structured as follows. The requirements for incremental evaluation
in UQ? are described in Section 2. Section 3 discusses attribute grammars and
their use in incremental semantic evaluation. The inertial and pre-emptive eval-
uation schemes are detailed in Sections 4 and 5, respectively. Section 6 describes
incremental evaluation of relations. An empirical evaluation of these techniques is
presented in Section 7, while Section 8 compares and contrasts the contributions of
this paper with related work. Section 9 summarizes and concludes the paper.
2. REQUIREMENTS FOR INCREMENTAL EVALUATORS
Modeless editing, as supported by UQ?, and the need for appropriate and timely
feedback place signicant demands on incremental semantic evaluators. Combined
with economic concerns, these demands lead to the following four requirements.
1. Evaluators must accommodate programs that are syntactically erroneous or in-
complete. In a syntax recognition editor syntax errors are inevitable, and under
a modeless editing paradigm they arise frequently. Elsewhere we have described
an incremental parsing strategy that constructs an error-tolerant syntactic pro-
gram representation [Cook and Welsh 2001]. Semantic evaluators must also be
tolerant of syntax errors, and must handle the representation of erroneous sub-
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trees built by the parser. Syntax errors must not preclude the evaluation of
attributes in the surrounding tree, as this could hide important semantic errors
from the user as well as preventing further analysis by other tools.
Furthermore, due to the frequent occurrence of syntax errors under modeless
editing, syntax errors must be handled eciently. Although, in many cases, it
may be undesirable or impossible to evaluate erroneous sub-trees themselves,
evaluators should maintain semantic information associated with a sub-tree
that moves into error, and should exploit this information if the sub-tree is
later reused in a well-formed context.
2. Evaluators must minimize delays over sequences of keystrokes. For the feedback
provided by an interactive tool to be of benet, it is crucial that delays between
edit operations and the display of any feedback from them be minimized. In
semantic analysis, however, many changes to a program can have far-reaching
consequences. Even the most ecient incremental evaluation techniques can
incur large delays in response to certain changes. Such delays pose a signicant
problem in a modeless editing system. Clearly it is useless to mandate that
an evaluator should achieve any particular level of responsiveness, as the very
nature of semantic analysis would make any such requirement impossible to
meet.
A more realistic requirement is that evaluators should attempt to reduce the
delay associated with a sequence of editing operations. Given a sequence of
changes to a program, the cost of evaluating each in turn is often signicantly
greater than the cost of a single evaluation of their composition. Such situations
should be exploited by evaluators to avoid the problem of an ever increasing
delay between the user's keystrokes and the feedback provided in response to
them.
3. Evaluators should provide their output by augmenting shared program repre-
sentations. The architecture for constructing incremental compilation systems
for UQ? is based on a blackboard model, where multiple tools co-operate via
a central document server (see Figure 1). Each evaluator produced using the
techniques presented in this paper is a separate tool in the UQ? environment.
The environment also comprises other tools, which may be constructed using
a variety of means. Tools communicate through shared program representa-
tions. These representations are constructed from abstract syntax trees and
relations that can span arbitrary nodes in those trees. For the results of an
analysis activity to be of use to other tools in the environment these results
must be made available by augmentation of shared program representations.
Furthermore, many analysis results are useful to both humans and other tools
(e.g., declaration-use relationships), so representations should be augmented in
a manner that is amenable to user inspection and navigation. Relations provide
a general purpose abstract data type which is well-suited to this role.
4. Evaluators should be generated from declarative specications. Generation of
tools from declarative specications is widely recognized as an important cost-
saving technique in the development of language-based environments. Declar-
ative languages help to shield the environment builder from the complexities
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Fig. 1: Architecture of UQ?
of incremental tool operation, while enabling the application of generalized
implementation techniques.
3. ATTRIBUTE GRAMMARS AND INCREMENTAL EVALUATION
Attribute grammars [Knuth 1968; 1971] have long been understood as a useful
basis for incremental semantic evaluation [Reps et al. 1983]. This section explains
how attribute grammars are used as the foundation for the incremental evaluation
techniques presented in this paper. Firstly, the semantic meta-language used in
UQ?, which extends attribute grammars with relations, is presented. Secondly, a
simple technique [Maddox 1997] for generating incremental attribute evaluators is
described.
3.1 The meta-language
To satisfy the requirement that evaluators should be generated from declarative
specications (requirement 4) a meta-language for evaluator specication is re-
quired. This sub-section tours the meta-language used in UQ?, which is an ex-
tension of UQ?'s Environment Description Language (EDL) [Toleman et al. 2001].
The examples below illustrate fragments of the specication of a semantic analyzer
for a subset of a toy Pascal-like language, PL0.
The description of an evaluator consists of a number of phylum and rule dec-
larations. Each phylum corresponds to a non-terminal symbol in the language's
context-free grammar, and contains attribute declarations along with default val-
ues for the synthesized attributes. Each rule corresponds to a production in the
context-free grammar and contains semantic equations. Each phylum has at least
one rule, and each rule corresponds to exactly one phylum. For example:
phylum DeclIdent {
attributes:
string name.
defaults:
name = "".
}
rule DeclIdent = <id: ident> {
this->name = id->spelling.
}
Here, name is declared as a synthesized attribute, with a default value of the empty
string. The rule species that name is equated with the spelling attribute of
an identier. The symbol ident is a lexeme; all lexemes have a single synthesized
attribute spelling.
Relation-valued attributes (or internal relations) may be dened using a Prolog-
like notation. In the following example, a synthesized relation-valued attribute
NewBindings is declared with the empty relation as its default value. Relation-
valued attributes come in two avours: maintained and unmaintained. Maintained
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relations are associated with a cache of tuples to enable ecient querying whereas
queries of unmaintained relations entail computation of some subset of their tuples.
The rule for VarDecl contains a relation clause which states that NewBindings
contains a single tuple which associates the name of the variable with the VarDecl
node itself.
phylum VarDecl {
attributes:
maintained relation NewBindings(string, VarDecl).
defaults:
NewBindings = empty.
}
rule VarDecl = <n: DeclIdent> ":" <t:ident> {
this->NewBindings(n->name, this).
}
The rules for VarDeclSeq are a little more involved. The rst rule (a singleton
sequence) denes the NewBindings attribute using a copy rule. Relation-valued
attributes are passed by reference, so such a denition can be executed in constant-
time. The second rule merges the bindings from two sub-sequences (\:-" can be
read as \if"). The forall (...) construct merely serves to aid type-checking
of the rule. Note that the NewBindings attribute is declared as unmaintained
here. If this was not the case then a tuple cache would be associated with each
instance of VarDeclSeq in the tree, leading to a quadratic increase in the storage
requirements of the evaluator.
phylum VarDeclSeq {
attributes:
relation NewBindings(string, VarDecl).
defaults:
NewBindings = empty.
}
rule VarDeclSeq = <v: VarDecl> ";" {
this->NewBindings = v->NewBindings.
}
rule VarDeclSeq =
<left: VarDeclSeq> <right: VarDeclSeq> {
forall (string s, VarDecl v)
this->NewBindings(s, v) :-
left->NewBindings(s, v).
forall (string s, VarDecl v)
this->NewBindings(s, v) :-
right->NewBindings(s, v).
}
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Note that this rule is dened in a syntactically ambiguous manner. Repetitious
structure, such as VarDeclSeq should be represented using balanced trees to
enable logarithmic running time for incremental evaluation [Pugh and Teitelbaum
1989].
A Block has an inherited (relation-valued) attribute Bindings, which repre-
sents the variable bindings from its surrounding scope. Inherited attributes are
declared in the context section of a phylum.
phylum Block {
context:
relation Bindings(string, VarDecl).
attributes:
maintained relation NewBindings(string, VarDecl).
defaults:
NewBindings = empty.
}
The rule for Block checks for any multiply declared variables in the block's
scope (i.e., if there exist two dierent VarDecl nodes, v1 and v2, with the same
name s), and combines the bindings from the outer scope with those declared in
the block.
rule Block = "var" <decls: VarDeclSeq>
<body: CompoundStatement> {
this->NewBindings = decls->NewBindings.
forall (string s, VarDecl v1, VarDecl v2)
PL0_Relations::Error(v1, "multiply declared") :-
this->NewBindings(s, v1),
this->NewBindings(s, v2),
v1 != v2.
forall (string s, VarDecl v)
body->Bindings(s, v) :- this->NewBindings(s, v).
forall (string s, VarDecl v1, VarDecl v2)
body->Bindings(s, v1) :-
this->Bindings(s, v1),
!this->NewBindings(s, v2).
}
An external relation, PL0_Relations::Error, is used to report multiply de-
clared variables. External relations are dened by clauses throughout the speci-
cation. Instances of internal relations, on the other hand, are only dened within
the rules of a single phylum (they are attributes). An external relation may be
either used or provided by an evaluator, but not both. This restriction ensures the
well-foundedness (non-circularity) of an evaluator's specication. The examples
in this paper focus on provided relations, but used relations are permitted in the
specication language, allowing co-operation amongst generated evaluators.
The rule for UseIdent represents the occurrence of an identier within a state-
ment.
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phylum UseIdent {
context:
relation Bindings(string, VarDecl).
}
rule UseIdent = <id: ident> {
forall (VarDecl v)
PL0_Relations::Error(this, "not declared") :-
!this->Bindings(id->spelling, v).
forall (VarDecl v)
PL0_Relations::DeclUse(v, this) :-
this->Bindings(id->spelling, v).
}
The DeclUse external relation associates variable declaration nodes with the sites
(nodes) at which they are used. This models part of the semantic structure of
a program. The DeclUse relation can be queried and navigated by the user, as
well as used by other tools to perform more sophisticated analyses (e.g., data-ow
analysis).
3.2 Incremental attribute evaluation by visit caching
Maddox [1997] describes a simple and ecient technique for incremental attribute
evaluation known as visit caching. This is the foundation upon which the novel
techniques of this paper are built, and warrants some explanation here. Maddox's
approach is based on a certain class of \tree walking" evaluators developed for
ordered attribute grammars [Kastens 1980]. The scheme is simple and ecient due
to the use of statically computed visit sequences, or evaluation plans, and it can
evaluate a suciently large class of attribute grammars to be applicable to practical
programming languages. Multiple sub-tree replacements are accommodated in the
scheme in a simple, elegant, and ecient manner.
For each rule in an ordered attribute grammar (OAG) we can construct a visit
sequence using the algorithm described by Kastens [1980]. (The notation used here
for describing visit sequences is that used by Reps [1984].) A visit sequence denes
an evaluation plan for a rule instance (tree node) by dening an order in which to:
|evaluate synthesized attributes of the node (denoted by EVAL(0, a), where a is
the name of a synthesized attribute),
|evaluate inherited attributes of child nodes (denoted by EVAL(i , a), i > 0, where
a is the name of an inherited attribute of the ith child),
|perform visits to child nodes (VISIT(i , r) denotes the rth visit to the ith child),
and
|perform visits to the parent node (denoted by SUSPEND(r), where r is the
number of the current visit).
The instructions in a visit sequence can be grouped into subsequences terminated by
SUSPEND instructions. Each such subsequence describes one visit. Visit sequences
may be implemented using mutually recursive procedures. An object-oriented style
is used here to facilitate a simpler explanation and because it corresponds closely
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Fig. 2: UML class diagram depicting visit procedures and attributes for rule and phyla classes
with the implementation of these techniques in UQ? (where evaluators are imple-
mented by translating EDL to C++).
Each node in the attributed tree is considered as an object in the underlying
implementation language, as shown in Figure 2. An abstract class is generated for
each phylum of the OAG, with each attribute of the phylum represented as a eld in
that class. The elds of each node object are used to cache the semantic attributes
associated with that node. A concrete sub-class of the phylum's class is generated
for each rule of that phylum. This arrangement enables the use of dynamic binding
to aid the implementation of visit sequences.
Each tree node also has a need visit ag that is used to control the tree walk.
At the end of an evaluation all the need visit ags are false. When a tree node is
modied due to an edit, the need visit ags of that node and all its ancestors are
set to true.
The subsequence of instructions for each visit is translated into a method in the
underlying implementation language. Each of these methods, or visit procedures, is
obtained by a straightforward translation from the EVAL and VISIT instructions
for the appropriate subsequence. A visit procedure has no return value and takes no
parameters, other than the implicit \self" parameter representing the node object
to which it is applied. The visit procedure corresponding to the rth visit of a node
has the form:
method SomeRuleInstance:visitr ();
begin
if need visit then
Evaluate attributes and perform sub-visits
need visit  false fFinal visits only g
end if
end
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method Rule1Instance:visit2();
begin
if need visit then
tmp3;w  f3;w (:::);
if tmp3;w 6= child [3].w then
child [3].need visit  true;
child [3].w  tmp3;w
end if ;
child [3].visit5();
x  f0;x (:::);
tmp4;y  f4;y(:::);
if tmp4;y 6= child [4].y then
child [4].need visit  true;
child [4].y  tmp4;y
end if ;
child [4].visit1();
z  f0;z (:::);
need visit  false;
end if
end
Fig. 3: Example visit method
Checking the need visit ag as above allows a visit to an entire (possibly large)
sub-tree to be skipped.
Each EVAL instruction for a synthesized attribute is translated into an as-
signment statement for the relevant attribute; i.e., EVAL(0, a) is translated into
a  f0;a(:::), where f0;a is the semantic function for a. Inherited attributes must
be treated more carefully: if the value of an inherited attribute changes, then any
attributes that depend upon it may have to be re-evaluated. This is ensured by
setting the need visit ag for the child to which the inherited attribute belongs.
Thus, an instruction of the form EVAL(i , a), i > 0, is translated into code of the
form:
tmpi;a  fi;a (:::);
if tmpi;a 6= child [i ].a then
child [i ].need visit  true;
child [i ].a  tmpi;a
end if
where tmpi;a is a local variable not used elsewhere in the visit.
Each VISIT instruction is translated into a method invocation of the appropriate
visit procedure for a child node.
For example, if a rule has the subsequence
EVAL(3, w), VISIT(3, 5), EVAL(0, x ), EVAL(4, y), VISIT(4, 1), EVAL(0, z ),
SUSPEND(2)
for visit 2 (assumed to be a nal visit), then the visit method shown in Figure 3
would be generated.
Since a phylum may have more than one rule, when a sub-visit is performed on
a child node the visit procedure for the relevant rule must be selected. Dynamic
binding may be exploited to this eect. If each rule for a particular phylum has
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visit methods named visit1; :::; visitk (Kastens' algorithm [Kastens 1980] ensures
that all the rules of a phylum have the same number of visits), then corresponding
abstract visit methods with the same names appear in the phylum class, as shown
in Figure 2.
To incrementally evaluate all the attributes in a tree using this scheme, all that
is required is an invocation of the single visit method for the root node of the tree.
The visit methods will walk the tree recursively calculating attribute values in the
correct order.
The number of attribute instances re-evaluated by this scheme may be reasoned
about in terms of the sets aected (the set of attribute instances whose values
change in response to an edit) and edit ancestors (the set of tree nodes that are
ancestors of all the replacement sites for an edit). Under the assumption that there
is some constant bound for the number of attributes per phylum, the number of
attributes re-evaluated is O(jaectedj + jedit ancestorsj). In the worst case this is
equivalent to O(jaectedj+ k  h), where k is the number of sub-tree replacements
and h is the height of the tree. If repetitious structure is represented using balanced
trees, h will be O(lg N ), where N is the size of the tree.
4. INERTIA
Syntax errors necessarily occur in a syntax recognition editor [Cook and Welsh
2001]. Requiring that the program be in a syntactically correct state before al-
lowing semantic evaluation places an undue constraint on the utility of a semantic
evaluator and may hinder the eectiveness of analyzers for detecting semantic er-
rors. Therefore it is vital that semantic evaluators generated using the scheme
described here be capable of performing evaluation in the presence of syntactically
erroneous or incomplete constructs. Moreover, under modeless editing, syntax er-
rors occur frequently; material is constantly moving in and out of erroneous regions.
Handling syntax errors eciently is vital to meeting user expectations.
The incremental parsing scheme used in UQ? [Cook and Welsh 2001] constructs
an error-tolerant syntactic representation. For a semantic evaluator to handle syn-
tactically erroneous programs it must perform evaluations on this error-tolerant rep-
resentation. The parsing strategy isolates erroneous material in a sub-tree rooted
at a node called a repair root (Figure 4). A repair root is a non-terminal node which
has children consisting of:
|syntactically correct sub-trees,
|an error node that contains material surrounding the point where a syntax error
was detected and for which a correct location in the tree cannot be determined,
and
|placeholder nodes for children for which a correct sub-tree cannot be determined.
In most cases the sequence of syntactically correct sub-trees and placeholders
under a repair root corresponds to a particular rule for the repair root. Semantic
evaluation over such a structure is performed by ignoring the material stored be-
low error nodes, and using a default attribution scheme for placeholders. Material
stored below an error node cannot be evaluated since either it is not in its correct
place in the tree, it is syntactically incorrect, or its syntactic correctness is undeter-
mined. By ignoring error nodes a repair root may be attributed using the normal
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Fig. 4: Example of a repair root and the sub-trees arranged below it
constraints for its rule. A placeholder must be attributed using the default rule
provided for its phylum (as described in Section 3.1). The responsibility for provid-
ing sensible attribution rules for placeholders is given entirely to the environment
builder.
In some situations UQ?'s incremental parser cannot determine appropriate place-
holder nodes to place below a repair root (this occurs when the parser is unable to
determine, from a repair root's context, which rule it corresponds to) [Cook and
Welsh 2001]. In this situation the nodes below the repair root do not match any rule
in the grammar, and the evaluation scheme must treat the entire sub-tree rooted
at the repair root as a placeholder; i.e., default attribution rules are applied at the
repair root rather than placeholder nodes.
The key concern here, however, is what happens to the semantic attributes of
the sub-trees that are moved into an error node. It might seem, at rst that these
attributes could be discarded. However, the material below an error node is likely
to be moved out of that error node at some point in the (probably near) future.
If the attribute values in tree nodes below an error node are left unchanged, then
there is a good chance they can be reused when those nodes are moved out of the
error node. We say that attributes have inertia: a tendency not to change unless
necessary. Inertial treatment of attributes is straightforward in the visit caching
approach to incremental evaluation; in fact literally nothing needs to be done!
5. PRE-EMPTION
Pre-emptive evaluation is a scheme which helps incremental evaluators to keep pace
with the rate of user input. In a modeless editor, where each keystroke is a complete
editing operation, a naive approach to processing user input will either lead to
unacceptable delays between edits and feedback, or will require the user to explicitly
invoke an evaluation. Pre-emptive evaluation overcomes these problems by allowing
evaluators to handle sequences of editing operations, rather than single edits. The
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procedure CheckForNewInput();
begin
restart at  nil;
while pending is not empty do
(old ; new ; i) head(pending);
pending  tail(pending);
new :parent  old :parent ;
if old :parent 6= nil then
old :parent :child [i ] new
else
set root of tree to new
end if ;
new :notify();
restart at  
LeastCommonAncestor(restart at ;new)
end while;
if restart at 6= nil then
while not restart at :in rst visit do
restart at  restart at :parent
end while;
raise RestartException(restart at)
end if
end
Fig. 5: Checking for new input
scheme works by periodically checking for new input during an evaluation, and pre-
empting the completion of that evaluation in favour of incorporating the new input.
Pre-emptive evaluation may be viewed as a form of multiple sub-tree replacement
handling where not all replacements are known at the beginning of an evaluation.
The other incremental evaluation techniques described in this paper are designed
to be tolerant of pre-emption. Very little state information is maintained during an
evaluation other than information that actually forms part of the attributed tree
structure. The state information of the evaluator is comprised of:
|the run-time stack,
|scheduling information in the form of need visit ags, and
|relation deltas propagated to query sites (see Section 6).
The run-time stack poses no problem for pre-emption: abandoning part of an evalu-
ation simply requires the stack to be unwound (the algorithm below uses exception
handling to achieve this). The ways in which scheduling information and propa-
gated deltas are recorded in the tree are specically designed to enable pre-emption.
Both these forms of state information \accumulate" in the tree until they are \con-
sumed" by the evaluation process. If a tree node contains any accumulated state
information when an evaluation is abandoned, then that node will have been sched-
uled for re-evaluation. Eventually, a restarted evaluation will reach that node.
The evaluator must check for new input at the beginning of (some) initial visits.
(Since this may be relatively expensive it need not performed at the beginning of
each initial visit.) The algorithm used is shown in the CheckForNewInput procedure
in Figure 5. Sub-tree replacements are held in the queue pending as triples of the
form (old ;new ; i), where old is the root of the sub-tree to be replaced, new is
the root of the sub-tree to replace it with, and i is the index of old within its
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Fig. 6: Operation of CheckForNewInput
parent node. Note that, in general, the sub-trees rooted at old and new may share
structure.
CheckForNewInput relies on the function LeastCommonAncestor which nds the
deepest node in the tree that is the ancestor of its non-nil arguments. If one of the
arguments is nil, then the following identities hold:
LeastCommonAncestor(nil;n) = LeastCommonAncestor(n;nil) = n
This may be implemented with running time O(h), where h is the height of the tree.
Assuming balanced trees are used to represent repetitious structure the running
time will be O(lgN ), where N is the size of the tree.
The restart point must be a common ancestor of all the replacement trees as well
as being an ancestor of the node that was being processed when CheckForNewInput
was called. Furthermore, as the evaluation must start from the rst visit to
some node, the algorithm searches for a node that is in visit1. Each node has
an in rst visit ag, which is set for the duration of an initial visit to the node.
Such a node will be represented within the run-time stack by a call on its visit1
method. As the root of the tree has only a single visit method, such a node is
guaranteed to be represented on the run-time stack.
CheckForNewInput scans the queue of pending input, incorporating sub-tree re-
placements, and computing restart at which indicates the point in the tree at which
evaluation will recommence. If the evaluation is to be restarted an exception is
raised to commence stack unwinding. The operation of CheckForNewInput is illus-
trated in Figure 6.
Restarting is handled by initial visit methods. When a restart exception is caught
by a visit1 method, the method will check if the exception has reached the restart
point (i.e., if the restart point is self). If so the evaluation is restarted at that point,
otherwise the node's in rst visit ag is reset and the propagation of the exception
is continued. The revised template for visit1 methods is shown in Figure 7. (The
boxed line of code is only generated if the initial visit for a rule is the only visit for
that rule.)
The notify method (Figure 8 schedules a tree node for visiting by ensuring that
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method SomeRuleInstance:visit1();
begin
if need visit then
restart :
begin
in rst visit  true;
if need to check input queue then
CheckForNewInput()
end if ;
Evaluate attributes and perform sub-visits;
in rst visit  false;
need visit  false fFinal visits only g
on exception RestartException(restart at)
if restart at = self then
goto restart
else
in rst visit  false;
raise RestartException(restart at)
end if
end
end if
end
Fig. 7: Template for visit1 methods
method Node:notify();
begin
if not need visit and
this is not an error node then
need visit  true;
if parent 6= nil then
parent :notify()
end if
end if
end
Fig. 8: Scheduling a node for visiting
the need visit ag is set in the node and all its ancestors. Note that material below
error nodes (Section 4) will not be re-evaluated (immediately), so there is no need
to set need visit ags above them.
6. RELATIONS
Relations that are able to span arbitrary tree nodes (as well as refer to primitive
values) play two roles in the scheme presented here. External relations are part of
the interface of an evaluator; they are the primary means by which an evaluator can
augment a program's representation with semantic information. Internal relations
provide similar power for representing semantic information, but are used as at-
tribute values within an evaluator. Both types of relation have an implementation
that permits ecient propagation of changes to semantic information. Together,
the two types of relations form a single, uniform, approach to modelling semantic
information.
Relations are implemented as objects in the underlying implementation language
and relation-valued attributes as references to these objects. Treating relation-
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valued attributes as references enables ecient treatment of aggregate values; e.g.,
if a symbol table is represented by a relation, then changes to the declaration of a
variable can be propagated to only the sites of its use rather than throughout the
entire scope, since the tuples of which the relation is composed can change without
changing the value of any references to it. A form of dierential propagation is em-
ployed to propagate changes to the tuples in a relation to aected locations in the
attributed tree. The combination of pass-by-reference and dierential propagation
results in a ne-grained treatment of aggregate values that uses statically computed
(coarse) attribute dependencies to ensure the well-formedness of the evaluator spec-
ication, and renes those coarse attribute dependencies at run-time to gain the
necessary eciency.
Two complementary implementation strategies are provided for internal relations:
maintained and unmaintained. A maintained relation has an associated tuple cache
which provides ecient querying, whereas queries of an unmaintained relation are
handled by re-evaluation of the relation's constituent tuples. The implementation
of external relations is discussed in Section 6.4
6.1 Maintained vs. unmaintained relations
The attribute evaluation scheme described in Section 3.2 assumes that the values
of all attributes are stored in the tree. Imposing this requirement on the contents
of internal relations is not necessarily wise for reasons of space eciency. Consider
the denition of the NewBindings relation in the recursive rule for VarDeclSeq
described in Section 3.1:
forall (string s, VarDecl v)
this->NewBindings(s, v) :-
left->NewBindings(s, v).
forall (string s, VarDecl v)
this->NewBindings(s, v) :-
right->NewBindings(s, v).
If each NewBindings relation was implemented as a maintained relation then
each node of the repetition would contain a tuple cache containing duplicates of
all the tuples provided by its two children. In this instance, maintaining all the
tuples of each NewBindings relation is unnecessary: the dierential propagation
technique described below handles this case eciently without the aid of a tuple
cache. Therefore, the decision as to which internal relations are maintained is left
to the environment builder.
Maintained relations are best used selectively. Relations that are queried at many
sites, such as relations that represent symbol tables for a particular scope, are good
candidates for declaration as maintained, whereas relations that are primarily
used to synthesize tuples from two or more relations are best left unmaintained.
6.2 Dierential propagation
Fine-grained incremental evaluation of relation queries is achieved by a form of
dierential propagation. Given an attribute A that depends on a relation R, A
must be updated in response to changes in R. Dierential propagation exploits the
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possibility that A may depend on only a subset of the tuples in R, ensuring that A
is only re-evaluated in response to changes to the relevant tuples in R. In the case
that A is itself a relation, changes are propagated eciently through A to any sites
that query it.
Although relations are traditionally treated as sets of tuples, dierential propa-
gation requires them to be treated as bags (or multi-sets). The Prolog-like notation
for relation denitions permits dierent clauses of a relation to contribute tuple sets
that overlap. In a non-incremental evaluator, set union would eliminate duplicate
tuples. For dierential propagation to operate correctly, however, these duplicate
tuples should not be lost. For example, consider a relation denition of the form:
forall (integer x, integer y)
this->R(x, y) :- this->S(x, y).
forall (integer x, integer y)
this->R(x, y) :- this->T(x, y).
and suppose the tuple (0; 0) occurred in both S and T, and hence also in R. If that
tuple were to be removed from S, but not from T, it should remain in R. If R was
represented as a set it would be impossible to achieve this without re-evaluating T.
Dierential propagation relies on deltas to represent changes to a relation in
terms of bags of tuples that are removed from and added to it. This information
may be conveniently captured using generalized bags [Hayes 1989], allowing positive,
negative, and zero occurrences of tuples. Conceptually a generalized bag is a partial
function from bag elements to the non-zero integers. Let B]x denote the number
of occurrences of x in the generalized bag B , and [[ ]] denote the empty generalized
bag.
Generalized bag addition and subtraction are used throughout the following sec-
tion for manipulation of deltas and relations. Generalized bag multiplication is
used in the calculation of deltas for relation clauses, as discussed in Section 6.3.
Generalized bag addition, subtraction, and multiplication are dened, respectively,
as:
(B ] C )]x = B]x + C ]x
(B [- C )]x = B]x   C ]x
(B \ C )]x = B]x  C ]x
Note that (G ;];\), where G is the set of all generalized bags, is a ring.
Dierential propagation relies on storage of dependency information at run-time.
Relations maintain a set of query site objects to represent any locations in the
attributed tree which depend upon them. A query site consists of
|a tuple lter, which is a function on tuples that returns true if and only if its
argument matches the query,
|a pointer back to the tree node from which the query originates, and
|a delta which is used to accumulate changes to the queried relation for later use
at the location of the query.
A change to a relation is represented as a delta. A delta is either a generalized bag
of tuples, or the special value > which represents an arbitrary change to a relation.
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* *
*
QuerySite
Clause
<<abstract>>
calculateTuples(TupleFilter):
calculateDelta(): Delta
TupleBag
clauses
observers
1
query_sites
tree_node
Relation
<<abstract>>
+ tuple_filter
+ tree_node
+ delta
TupleBag
applyDelta(Delta): Delta
query(TupleFilter):
update()
calculateDelta(): Delta
propagateDelta(Delta)
Fig. 9: UML class diagram depicting the implementation of relations
A > delta is propagated whenever a more accurate delta cannot be determined; e.g.,
due to changes to the underlying denition of a relation. A delta may be ltered
using the tuple lter associated with a query site. Non-empty deltas that have
been ltered in this way are associated with query sites to facilitate ne-grained
incremental re-evaluation of any aected queries. In the algorithms presented here,
the functions MergeDeltas and FilterDelta are used to aid understanding. They
are dened as follows, where , 1, and 2 are deltas, and f is a tuple lter.
MergeDeltas(>; ) = >
MergeDeltas(;>) = >
MergeDeltas(1; 2) = 1 ] 2
FilterDelta(f ;>) = >
FilterDelta(f ; )]x = ]x if f (x )
FilterDelta(f ; )]x = 0 otherwise
Query sites are used both to observe and to accumulate changes to relations. A
query site observes changes by \subscribing" to the changes relevant to it. Each
relation object has subscribe and unsubscribe methods that are used to control the
registration of query sites with it (similarly to the Observer pattern [Gamma et al.
1995]). The changes of interest to a query site are further constrained by its tuple
lter. A query site accumulates (relevant) changes to a relation in its delta. This
facilitates communication of changes from a relation to the sites that query it in a
manner compatible with the statically computed visit sequences used to drive an
evaluator.
Relations are dened by clauses in the meta-language, and each instance of a
relation object in the target language is an aggregate of corresponding clause ob-
jects. A clause object is composed of query sites. Each query site helps dene the
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body:
CompoundStatement
decls:
VarDeclSeq"var"
Block
body >Bindings
tree_node
Relation
Relation
Relation
Clause Clause
QuerySite QuerySite QuerySite
this >Bindings
this >NewBindings
observers
observers
clauses
query_sites query_sites
Fig. 10: Relations, clauses, and query sites
relation that contains it, and observes the relation it queries. The relationships
between relations, clauses, and query sites are shown in Figure 9.
For example, recall the denition of the relation Bindings for an inner scope
of a Block in Section 3.1:
forall (string s, VarDecl v)
body->Bindings(s, v) :-
this->NewBindings(s, v).
forall (string s, VarDecl v1, VarDecl v2)
body->Bindings(s, v) :-
this->Bindings(s, v1),
!this->NewBindings(s, v2).
The relation, clause, and query site objects involved in the denition of Bindings
are shown in Figure 10.
Each relation object has a method query which takes a tuple lter as a parameter
and returns the bag of tuples that match the tuple lter. The query method is
shown below. Note that each clause object has a method calculateTuples , which is
generated from its denition, to enumerate the tuples provided by the clause that
match a given lter.
method Relation:query(tuple lter);
begin
return
]
c2clauses
c:calculateTuples(tuple lter)
end
When a relation requires re-evaluation its update method is called by the appro-
priate visit method; i.e., for a relation-valued attribute that is dened by one or
more relation clauses, a call to the attribute's update method is made in the body
of the appropriate visit method, rather than an assignment to the attribute. The
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update method calculates a new delta for a relation by combining deltas computed
for each of its constituent clauses. There are two main cases to consider here.
|If any attributes (relational or otherwise) that are used in the denition of a
relation have changed then the relation needs to be re-evaluated in its entirety.
The potentially signicant cost of a complete re-evaluation is mitigated by the
use of a mixture of maintained and unmaintained relations. If the relation is
maintained, then a new tuple cache is calculated, and the old and new caches
are compared to construct a delta for propagation to all aected queries. If the
relation is not maintained, then dierential propagation is disabled, and > is
propagated to all dependent queries. Propagation of > has a similar eect on
dependent relations as changes to attribute values: if the dependent relation is
unmaintained then > deltas are also propagated to the sites where it is queried,
otherwise the relation is re-evaluated in its entirety. For this reason it is important
that the environment builder uses an appropriate combination of maintained and
unmaintained relations.
|Otherwise, the delta for each clause is determined by the calculateDelta method of
the clause. The calculateDelta method of a clause is generated from its denition,
and is similar to the calculateTuples method, except instead of simply performing
each query on the right hand side of the clause, the deltas for each query site are
used to guide the evaluation. If a relation is maintained, then once the delta for
it has been computed in this manner, its tuple cache is updated by applying the
delta to it. This is explained further in Section 6.3.
The update method requires three steps: calculating a delta (calculateDelta),
optionally applying the delta to the tuple cache and converting > into a more
accurate delta (applyDelta), and propagating the change to dependent query sites
(propagateDelta).
method Relation:update();
begin
propagateDelta(applyDelta(calculateDelta()))
end
The calculateDelta method (Figure 11) computes a delta for the relation and
resets the deltas of the relation's constituent query sites. Three passes are made
over the clauses of the relation. The rst pass updates attribute values used by
each clause (clauses maintain copies of any attribute values they use: those used in
relation queries are stored in the appropriate query sites, the remaining values are
stored as part of the clause itself; these values are updated relative to attributes
accessed via the relation's tree node eld, which refers to the node in which the
relation is dened). If any of these attributes have changed since the last time
the relation was updated, then the delta that is computed must be set to >, since
it is impossible to determine which tuples should be removed from the relation.
As a query site is updated, the relation to which it is subscribed is changed as
appropriate. If none of the relevant attributes have changed, however, then the
second pass calculates the delta for each clause (as described in Section 6.3 below),
and merges these to form the delta for the relation. The third pass resets the deltas
of the relation's constituent query sites.
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method Relation:calculateDelta();
begin
delta  [[ ]];
for clause 2 clauses do
for query site 2 clause:query sites do
Update query site:tuple lter from attribute values
associated with tree node and its children;
if query site:tuple lter has changed then
delta  >
end if
end for;
Update any other attribute values used in clause from
values associated with tree node and its children;
if clause has changed then
delta  >
end if
end for;
if delta 6= > then
for clause 2 clauses do
delta  MergeDeltas(delta; clause:calculateDelta())
end for
end if ;
for clause 2 clauses do
for query site 2 clause:query sites do
query site:delta  [[ ]]
end for
end for;
return delta
end
Fig. 11: Calculating relation deltas
To illustrate the need for > deltas in calculateDelta, consider the following rela-
tion denition:
forall (integer x, integer y)
this->R(this->t, x) :- this->S(x, y).
If the value of the attribute t were to change, then all the tuples in R must be
removed and new ones computed. However, by the time R is re-evaluated, the
tuples to be removed cannot be determined (unless R is a maintained relation, as
discussed below) because S may also have changed.
If the relation is unmaintained then the delta application step is trivial. A main-
tained relation, on the other hand, requires its tuple cache to be updated. If the
delta to be applied is >, then the tuple cache is re-evaluated in its entirety, and a
more accurate delta is computed by comparing the old and new values of the cache.
Delta application is performed by the relation's applyDelta method, the implemen-
tation of which is specialized for unmaintained and maintained relations, as shown
in Figure 12.
The nal step in the update process is to notify all the relevant query sites that
depend upon the relation that it has changed. A ltered delta is constructed for
each dependent query site and merged with the query site's delta so a dependent
relation may use it in its own update method. If the query site's delta is non-empty
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method UnmaintainedRelation:applyDelta(delta);
begin
return delta
end
method MaintainedRelation:applyDelta(delta);
begin
if delta = > then
Let f be a tuple lter which matches all tuples;
t  
]
c2clauses
c:calculateTuples(f );
delta  t [- tuple cache;
tuple cache  t
else
tuple cache  tuple cache ] delta
end if ;
return delta
end
Fig. 12: Applying relation deltas
method Relation:propagateDelta(delta);
begin
for query site 2 observers do
query site:delta  
MergeDeltas(query site:delta;
FilterDelta(query site:tuple lter ; delta));
if query site:delta 6= [[ ]] then
query site:tree node:notify()
end if
end for
end
Fig. 13: Propagating relation deltas
after the merge then the notify method of the corresponding tree node is called
to ensure the dependent attribute is scheduled for re-evaluation. The techniques
discussed in Sections 4 and 5 make it possible that a query site's delta has not
been consumed before a further change is made to the relation it queries. The
rst of these is the treatment of syntactically erroneous material, which can hide
certain sub-trees from the evaluation process. The second is pre-emptive evaluation,
which can restart an evaluation before it has been completed. Hence, ltered deltas
are merged with existing deltas. Propagation is performed by the propagateDelta
method, as shown in Figure 13.
The correctness of the dierential propagation scheme is demonstrated in two
parts: the correctness of delta calculation, and the correctness of propagation.
The tuple bag for a relation is dened as R =
Uk
i=1 CR;i , where CR;i is the tuple
bag corresponding to the ith clause of R. When R changes to a new value R0, R
must be computed such that either
|R0 = R ] R, or
|R = >.
The second case is trivial: it will arise whenever any attribute instances appearing
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in the denition of R have changed. In the rst case, the calculateDelta method
above will compute the delta such that R =
Uk
i=1 R;i , where R;i is the delta for
the ith clause. This delta is correct according to the following:
R0 =
Uk
i=1(CR;i ] R;i)
= (
Uk
i=1 CR;i ) ] (
Uk
i=1 R;i)
= R ] (
Uk
i=1 R;i)
Furthermore, if calculateDelta returns >, and the relation is maintained, then the
delta is computed as R = R
0[- R, which can be rearranged trivially to R0 = R]R.
Hence the delta computed for a relation is correct.
Delta propagation must ensure that all aected queries of a relation are scheduled
for re-evaluation when the relation changes. Consider a query site q , for which
q :tree node has an attribute instance x that depends upon the value of the (bag
of) tuples in R that match q 's tuple lter, Tq;R, where
Tq;R]t = R]t if q :tuple lter(t)
Tq;R]t = 0 otherwise
When R changes, x must be scheduled for re-evaluation if Tq;R0 6= Tq;R. The
propagateDelta method computes a ltered delta q;R, such that
q;R = FilterDelta(q :tuple lter ; R)
If q;R 6= [[ ]] then x is scheduled for re-evaluation by setting the need visit ag in
q :tree node and all its ancestors. Thus the algorithm correctly schedules x , since
Tq;R0 6= Tq;R ) q;R 6= [[ ]].
Setting need visit ags in this way prevents any further visits to q :tree node
being skipped. Furthermore, x will not have been re-evaluated yet, nor will the
visit responsible for evaluating it have been skipped, since x depends on R. Hence
the dierential propagation scheme re-evaluates relations correctly.
6.3 Calculating clause deltas
The algorithm for calculating deltas shown above relies on each clause object having
a method calculateDelta. These methods are generated from clause denitions in
a similar manner to the calculateTuples methods. Rather than enumerating all the
tuples dened by a clause, however, a calculateDelta method evaluates a clause
incrementally by using the deltas previously computed for each of the clause's
constituent query sites.
Given a clause of the form H :- Q1; :::;Qk , when any of the tuple bags generated
by the queries Q1; :::;Qk change, a delta for the clause can be computed by using
both the deltas associated with the relevant query sites and their new tuple bags.
Conceptually, the tuples generated by the queries Q1; :::;Qk are \extended" so that
all the generalized bags involved in the calculation involve the same variables. The
tuple bag for a clause can now be written as an equation of the form:
T0 =
k\

i=1
Ti
where Ti is the tuple bag for Qi .
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When a change to any of the Ti , i > 0, occurs, a delta 0 must be computed such
that T 00 = T0]0, based on T
0
i = Ti ]i . When computing 0 the only information
available is the current state of each queried relation (i.e., each T 0i ) and the delta
for each queried relation (i.e., each i ). To obtain an equation for 0 in terms of
each T 0i and i the following lemma is useful.
Lemma 1.
k\

i=1
(Ai ] Bi ) =
k\

i=1
Ai ]
k]
i=1
 
Bi \
i 1\

j=1
(Aj ] Bj ) \
k\

j=i+1
Aj
!
where Ai and Bi are generalized bags.
Proof. See Appendix. 2
Using this lemma, the equation for T 00 can be rearranged in terms of each T
0
i and
i as follows.
T 00 =
k\

i=1
T 0i
=
k\

i=1
(Ti ] i )
=
k\

i=1
Ti ]
k]
i=1
 
i \
i 1\

j=1
(Tj ] j ) \
k\

j=i+1
Tj
!
(from lemma)
= T0 ]
k]
i=1
 
i \
i 1\

j=1
T 0j \
k\

j=i+1
(T 0j [- j )
!
Therefore,
0 =
k]
i=1
 
i \
i 1\

j=1
T 0j \
k\

j=i+1
(T 0j [- j )
!
The calculateDelta method that is generated for a clause computes its result
according to this formula. The delta for each query on the right hand side of the
clause is considered in turn, and used to \drive" the evaluation process. Tuples from
each delta are used to generate variable bindings, limiting the number of tuples that
must be examined from re-queried relations (represented by the T 0j terms in the
formula above). This leads to ecient propagation in the average case, even though
the worst case still involves enumerating all the tuples for a clause.
To illustrate this method of calculating clause deltas, consider the following re-
lation clause:
forall (integer x, integer y)
this->R(x, y) :- S(x, y), T(x, y), U(x, y).
The delta for this clause is computed according to
 = (S \ (T
0
T [- T ) \ (T
0
U [- U )) ] (T \ T
0
S \ (T
0
U [- U )) ] (U \ T
0
S \ T
0
T )
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Suppose the tuple (0; 0) is added to T. In this instance T = [[(0; 0)]] and S and U
are both empty. The delta for the clause is computed according to:
 = T \ T
0
S \ T
0
U
The computation proceeds by iterating over each tuple in T , generating variable
bindings from the tuple under consideration, using those bindings to query S and
U.
6.4 Implementing external relations
External relations are also implemented using deltas. An external relation can be
either used or provided by an evaluator, but not both. Hence there is no need to
propagate changes in the same way as for internal relations. Queries of an external
relation are treated similarly to the scheme described above, and changes to a
queried external relation (as provided by the environment) trigger notication of
the appropriate tree nodes using the propagateDelta method shown above.
Handling an external relation that is dened by an evaluator is complicated by
the fact that its denition may be distributed among multiple tree nodes. Each site
that denes tuples for an external relation is treated as an internal relation con-
taining that site's contribution. An external relation has a single query site, which
represents all possible queries to the relation from the surrounding environment,
and is used to query each contribution. As contributions are updated, changes to
them are propagated to the external relation, in preparation for transmission to the
environment upon completion of the current tree walk.
7. EMPIRICAL EVALUATION
An empirical performance evaluation was carried out on the prototype implemen-
tation of the techniques discussed in this paper. The tests were executed on an
evaluator that implements static semantic analysis for the hypothetical language
PL0, discussed in Section 3.1. Each test involved a series of modications to the
(initially ill-formed) PL0 program shown in Figure 14 using a controlled input
source that produced input at the rate of ten keystrokes per second. The tests were
carried out on a Sun Ultra-5 with a 270 MHz CPU and 64 MB of RAM.
Each test consisted of 50 iterations of the following steps.
|A sequence of ten alternating insertions and deletions of a \y" character after
the \x" on line 514 is performed. Each insertion causes each of the 500 uses of
the variable \x" to be invalidated, and provides a good test of the evaluator's
pre-emptive capabilities.
|The declaration \yi: integer;", where i indicates the current iteration, is
inserted, one character at a time, on line 515. This insertion introduces a syntax
error on all but the last keystroke, at which point the ten previously invalid uses
of the variable become valid.
|The procedure header \procedure Pi;" is inserted, one character at a time,
on line 526. This leaves most of the remaining program in syntax error on each
keystroke except the \;".
|The procedure body \begin a01 := b01 end;" is inserted, one character at
a time, on line 1033. This eliminates the syntax error introduced in the previous
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1 var
2 z001: integer;
3 z002: integer;
...
501 z500: integer;
502 procedure Q;
503 var
504 a01: integer;
...
513 a10: integer;
514 x: integer;
515
516 b01: integer;
...
525 b10: integer;
526
527 procedure P0;
528 begin
529 y01 := x + z001;
...
578 y50 := x + z050;
579 y01 := x + z051;
...
628 y50 := x + z100;
...
...
1028 y50 := x + z500
1029 end;
1030 begin
1031 a01 := b01
1032 end;
1033
1034 begin
1035 z001 := z002
1036 end.
Fig. 14: PL0 program used for performance evaluation
step and exercises the evaluator's ability to reuse attribute values as they move
in to and out of error.
On each iteration the size of the program increases and the 500 assignment state-
ments (lines 529{1028) move one level of nesting deeper. The front-end editor and
the evaluator were synchronized at the end of each iteration. Each iteration con-
sists of 68 keystrokes. Character-by-character editing was used during the tests
as it represents the most challenging style of input to process incrementally (cf.
wholesale text rearrangement by cut, copy, or paste operations).
Four dierent tests were executed.
Keystroke by keystroke. A test with the evaluator running to completion on every
keystroke (with dierential propagation enabled).
On demand. A test with the evaluator running on demand just once at the end
of each iteration (with dierential propagation enabled).
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Table I. Results of performance evaluation
Test Evaluation
time (sec)
Time per
keystroke
(sec)
Pre-emptions Attributes
evaluated
Initial load 7.57 { { 48901
Keystroke by keystroke 172.50 2.54 { 1793850
On demand 3.52 { { 42488
No di. prop. 16.13 0.24 6 48079
Normal 11.62 0.17 7 58884
No dierential propagation. A test with pre-emption enabled but with dieren-
tial propagation disabled (this was achieved by modifying the applyDelta method
to always return >, and replacing all copy rules of relation-valued attributes with
equivalent relation clauses).
Normal. A test with both pre-emption and dierential propagation enabled.
These tests were chosen to evaluate the eectiveness of pre-emption and dierential
propagation independently.
Each test was executed three times and the results were averaged. The data for
each test consists of the average evaluation time per iteration (not including time
spent by the evaluator waiting for input), the mean evaluation time per keystroke,
the number of pre-emptions made per iteration, and the number of attributes eval-
uated per iteration. The maximum variation in evaluation times was less than 10%
in each case. Note that the instrumentation of the evaluator to count attribute
evaluations has an eect on the time taken by the evaluator. It is impossible to
separate the testing of evaluation time and counting of attribute evaluations, how-
ever, as evaluation time has an eect of the number of pre-emptions made. The
results of the tests are shown in Table I. Each entry in the table shows the average
value per iteration. Data for the initial attribution of the tree was also collected,
which gives some indication of the time required for a non-incremental evaluator.
The results for keystroke by keystroke evaluation are clearly unacceptable and
highlight the necessity and utility of pre-emption. The results for evaluation on de-
mand show that there is a signicant overhead in performing automatic evaluation.
This overhead is acceptable, however, given that the average delay experienced by
the user in the automatic case is signicantly less than the 3.52 seconds exhibited
by evaluation on demand. The evaluation time when dierential propagation is dis-
abled is signicantly greater than the normal case. Note that fewer pre-emptions
occurred in this case, since the delays between initial visits were longer and the
evaluator could incorporate more changes per pre-emption. Hence fewer attributes
were re-evaluated. For these tests, disabling dierential propagation resulted in
an approximately 40% decrease in the number of attributes evaluated per second.
When viewed in these terms the benets of dierential propagation are clear.
The time per keystroke for the normal case provides strong evidence for the viabil-
ity of the approach advocated here, and compares favourably with the requirement
that users experience no more than a 200ms delay in response to a keystroke [Smith
and Mosier 1986]. Note, however, that the data here does not reect the maximum
delay experienced by the user. Some keystrokes necessarily imply more processing
than others (in particular, compare keystrokes that eliminate syntax errors with
those that introduce or maintain errors). It is dicult to measure the maximum
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delay due to the eects of pre-emption. Examining the performance of the eval-
uator in terms of average delays is acceptable, however, given the requirement to
minimize delays over sequences of keystrokes discussed in Section 2.
8. RELATED WORK
In this section the techniques discussed in this paper are compared and contrasted
with previous approaches to constructing incremental semantic evaluators.
Previous work at the University of Queensland has focussed on a block-based
strategy for incremental semantic evaluation [Kiong and Welsh 1992]. This strat-
egy was designed to operate with a minimum of storage overhead, and to minimize
the eects of distant propagation of semantic changes. The Kiong and Welsh ap-
proach is a framework for the manual, but systematic, implementation of evaluators.
The main design choice was a sacrice in granularity in exchange for a lower cost
per unit of re-evaluation. In principle their approach was adaptable to automatic
asynchronous evaluation, but in practice was only implemented for analysis on re-
quest. In contrast, the scheme advocated here supports automatic re-evaluation in
modeless editors at an acceptable cost, and is generically implemented.
Work on the Centaur environment [Borras et al. 1988] has been based on Natural
Semantics specications for programming languages. The use of such specications
turns the problem of semantic evaluation into one of automated proof of program
properties. Attali et al. [1992] demonstrate that, under some circumstances, such
proofs can be carried out incrementally. However, the overhead of incremental eval-
uation in this case appears to be too great: in some cases an incremental evaluation
requires more time than a non-incremental evaluation. The use of ordered attribute
grammars advocated here permits ecient implementation through static typing
and statically computed evaluation plans.
Systematic approaches to incremental semantic evaluation typically use some
form of declarative formalism for language specication. In particular, attribute
grammars [Knuth 1968; 1971], or extensions to the attribute grammar formalism,
have been the basis of many incremental semantic evaluation strategies. The re-
mainder of this section is devoted to such approaches.
Reps et al. [1983] discuss the use of attribute grammars in language-based editors
and present an asymptotically optimal incremental attribute evaluation scheme for
non-circular attribute grammars. Elsewhere Reps also provides incremental evalu-
ators that avoid storing all attribute instances, and ecient optimal evaluators for
absolutely non-circular attribute grammars, and ordered attribute grammars [Reps
1984]. Alternative strategies for the latter are presented by Yeh [1983], Yeh and
Kastens [1988], and Maddox [1997]. The evaluation scheme presented here achieves
incrementality in a similar manner to that proposed by Maddox, through the use
of visit caching. Several approaches support multiple sub-tree replacements [Reps
et al. 1986; Yeh and Kastens 1988; Maddox 1997], all with the same asymptotic
complexity as the scheme advocated here. The pre-emptive evaluation scheme dis-
cussed in Section 5 is a novel addition to incremental evaluation and can be viewed
as a generalization of earlier techniques for handling multiple sub-tree replacements.
Although the approach developed by Reps is optimal, it suers from eciency
problems due to limitations of the attribute grammar formalism; in particular,
updating long copy-rule chains and aggregate values. Reps et al. [1986] present
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solutions to these problems based on modest extensions to the attribute grammar
formalism to allow explicit references to \remote" attributes, thus avoiding the need
for copy rules in many situations, as well as a table attribute type to handle updates
to aggregate values eciently. Hoover [1986] presents a method for handling copy
rule chains which requires no extension to the attribute grammar formalism. This
model is extended by Hoover and Teitelbaum [1986] to support ecient handling of
aggregate values. Several alternative solutions to these problems also exist [Johnson
and Fischer 1985; Feng et al. 1990; Maddox 1997].
Maddox [1997] presents an incremental evaluation scheme based on a combination
of attribute grammars, functions, relations, and objects. The approach is based on
visit caching for ordered attribute grammars, and renement of static dependency
information at run-time. His visit caching approach was used as the basis for
incremental evaluation in this paper, and the notation used in his formalism also
had a large inuence on the specication language described in Section 3.1.
One of the most interesting extensions to the attribute grammar formalism is the
addition of relations. Relations play an important role in a software development
environment [Linton 1984; Welsh and Han 1994; Jones et al. 1994], being used for
purposes such as documentation, traceability, and capture of context sensitive struc-
ture. Horwitz and Teitelbaum [1986] provide a method of combining relations with
attribute grammars, and claim that the two are symbiotic: attribute grammars can
facilitate more powerful relational computations than conventional relational query
languages, and relations provide a convenient solution to long-distance attribute
ow problems. Li [1997] takes this notion one step further by providing a model
of relational equations which replace attribute equations. The authors of both of
these models recognize the power of a relational model, both for static semantic
checking and for provision of sophisticated query facilities.
The treatment of relations proposed in this paper is similar to the schemes pre-
sented by both Li and Maddox. Extending attribute grammars to support relation-
valued attributes provides many benets, including an eective solution to prob-
lems with long-distance semantic eects and handling of aggregate values. The
scheme proposed here also subsumes the Horwitz and Teitelbaum model of rela-
tions through its support for external relations that can be queried and navigated
by the user. The dierential propagation scheme discussed in Section 6 provides
a single ecient ne-grained approach to incremental evaluation of relations that
scales well from relation-valued attributes to external relations. In addition, the
scheme presented here provides a more natural treatment of relations than Li's
by employing a Prolog-like notation for relation denitions rather than relational
algebra.
The dierential propagation scheme presented here enables a ne-grained ap-
proach to incremental evaluation of relations that is missing from the schemes
presented by both Li and Maddox. Horwitz and Teitelbaum [1986] also use a form
of dierential propagation to enable incremental treatment of relations. In con-
trast, the scheme presented here is more sophisticated by virtue of its application
to relation-valued attributes, as well as the kinds of external relations supported
under Horwitz and Teitelbaum's approach. Hoover and Teitelbaum [1986] use a
form of dierential propagation to evaluate aggregate attributes represented as
functions. The approach taken in this paper generalizes their's by using relations
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as the basis for all aggregate values. There are, however, many similarities between
the approaches; e.g., query sites are analogous to their \application tree" nodes.
There have been many other extensions to the attribute grammar formalism to
make it more useful in an interactive environment. Kaplan et al. [1986] discuss the
use of attributed graph grammars to provide a natural representation of context
sensitive information, and to overcome the eciency problems associated with at-
tribute grammars. A similar approach is taken by Vorthmann [1990], by providing
a graph substrate to an attributed tree. Teitelbaum and Chapman [1990] discuss
the use of higher-order attribute grammars in an editing environment. In practice,
such extensions make the formalism more dicult to implement eciently due to
the absence of statically computable evaluation plans. In contrast, the marriage of
Ordered Attribute Grammars and relations advocated here provides a formalism
that is relatively simple to implement and enables ecient incremental treatment.
Hedin's [1992] door attribute grammars extend attribute grammars with object-
oriented concepts. As in this paper, Hedin handles aggregate values eciently by
using a pass-by-reference scheme. Unfortunately, door attribute grammars require
some parts of an evaluator to be implemented manually, whereas the scheme pre-
sented here permits generation of evaluators from declarative specications.
Eorts to bring more modularity to evaluator specication include composable
attribute grammars [Farrow et al. 1992] and simple tree attributions [Boyland and
Graham 1994]. The use of external relations that may be dened or queried by other
tools in the environment provides an interesting alternative to these approaches,
with the most obvious dierence being a focus on sharing relational rather than syn-
tactic structure among components. Moreover, the intent in this paper is to allow
semantic evaluators to co-operate with other tools in the environment regardless of
whether those tools are implemented using this scheme or not.
No techniques similar to those presented in Sections 4 and 5 (evaluation around
syntax errors and pre-emptive evaluation) have been proposed elsewhere. Both of
these techniques stem from the demands placed on an evaluator by user interaction,
a topic which has been largely overlooked in the literature.
9. CONCLUSIONS
This paper has presented new techniques for incremental semantic evaluation.
These techniques arise from putting the problem of semantic evaluation in con-
text; in particular, the context of an interactive programming environment with
its associated user needs. The particular combination of visit caching, dierential
propagation of changes to relations, syntax error handling, and pre-emptive evalu-
ation arose from the context of a modeless syntax recognition editing system. Visit
caching was chosen to handle basic incremental operation due to its relative sim-
plicity, making it a useful basis for the more sophisticated extensions discussed here.
Dierential propagation of changes to relations serves as a powerful technique for
handling aggregate values and long-distance eects eciently. The need to handle
syntax errors eciently is a result of the syntax recognition editing paradigm, and
the technique for doing so was made simple by virtue of the visit caching approach.
Pre-emptive evaluation makes automatic re-evaluation in a modeless environment
feasible, presenting signicant benets to the user. Furthermore, the generic im-
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plementation of these techniques makes the task of building incremental semantic
evaluators simpler and less error prone than if they were constructed by hand.
Several possibilities exist for extension of this work. A more exible meta-
language could make evaluator specication easier and more widely applicable;
e.g., support for programmer-dened abstract data types to provide access to li-
brary components in a way that maintains the declarative semantics of the meta-
language. The particular combination of relations and attribute grammars used
here may be applicable to building non-incremental tools as well, but further work
would be required to determine how useful the formalism is in practice. The alge-
braic approach to reasoning about the incremental treatment of relations (Section 6)
could have wider appeal for constructing other incremental data types, whether for
use in an attribute grammar, or as a general technique for program improvement.
The application of the pre-emptive evaluation technique may be useful in other in-
teractive systems as a general approach for coping with type-ahead. Finally, forcing
the environment builder to dene relations as maintained or unmaintained could
be considered somewhat burdensome. Some form of analysis to determine this
automatically would be useful.
Incremental semantic evaluation has been an established area of research for many
years. Previous approaches to the problem have largely overlooked the impact of
user and architectural requirements. Consequently, we believe, the adoption of such
techniques by the wider software engineering community has been disappointingly
small. It is only with consideration of this context that incremental semantic eval-
uators can be developed that will meet the needs of real programmers. We believe
that the techniques discussed in this paper represent a signicant step forward in
this area, and that they make the promise of realistic, widely used language-based
editing systems not only more feasible, but more desirable.
APPENDIX
This appendix proves the following lemma, which is used in Section 6.3.
Lemma 1.
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where Ai and Bi are generalized bags.
Proof. The proof involves induction on k . The induction hypothesis (for k = n)
is:
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The proof for k = n + 1 is as follows:
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Hence the theorem is true for k = n + 1.
All that remains to be shown is that the theorem is true for k = 1:
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